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THE LEVI PROBLEM FOR COHOMOLOGY CLASSES by Mihnea COLTOIU

Introduction.
The aim of this paper is to extend some of the results of Andreotti and Norguet from [4] to complex spaces.
The paper is divided into two paragraphs :
1) The local problem
2) The global problem In the first paragraph we prove the following When X is a complex manifold this result was proved in [4] using a generalization of an integral formula of E. Martinelli. In the proof of Theorem 1 we use elementary results of local cohomology (one needs only supports consisting of a point) and the local structure theorems of a strongly pseudoconcave domain from [2] .
The second paragraph is devoted to the generalization of Theorem 3 from [4] . More precisely we prove THEOREM 2. -Let X be a complex space and Y C C X an open subset which is strongly q-pseudoconvex. Suppose Y is strictly q-pseudoconvex in every point of 3Y n Reg(X) and let^C oh(X) such that 3YCsupp(^). Then there exists an element in HP(Y, §0 which is not extendable in any point of 8Y.
The local problem.
Let us briefly recall some definitions from [4] which will be used throughout this paper. We have H°0co , §0 =^o and iTOco ,^) = {0} for r>l (cf. [6, pp. 192-193] ). Consider the natural restriction maps :
: H^(Y U {^0} , g?) -^ H^Y , g?).
An element in H^Y^o,^) (inH^Y,^)) will be called extendable in XQ G 3Y if it belongs to the image of the map A( r^ respectively).
Suppose now that X is a complex space. We say that Y is strongly pseudoconcave in XQ if there exist an open neighbourhood U of XQ in X and ^ G C°° (U , R) a strongly plurisubharmonic function such that U 0 Y = {x G U|<^(x) > ^Oc^)} .
If XQ e Reg(X) we say that Y is strictly ^-pseudoconvex in XQ if there exist an open neighbourhood U of XQ and eC°°(U,R) such that:
ii) U n Y = {x e U|^) < ^Oco)} iii) the restriction of the Levi form K (<^) to the analytic tangent hyperplane to 3Y at XQ is nondegenerate and admits precisely q strictly negative eigenvalues. Proof. -Obviously, we may suppose ^ = ®x . Since the problem is local we also may suppose that X is a closed analytic subset of some open set G C C N and that
where ^ € C°° (G , R) is a strongly plurisubharmonic function.
Writing the Taylor expansion of ^ at XQ we get:
where / is a polynomial of degree two in x and J?(<p) is the Levi form. Let g = / |x and ZQ = {x € X| g(x) = 0} .
Replacing G by a smaller subset we may suppose that V^o^^ Moreover, using the perturbation argument in [7, (1) together with the long exact sequence of cohomology provide the exact sequence
Hq+1^ n u ^x) (2) where U' = U 0 ZQ (recall that by choice of ZQ we have YHU^lA^o}).
Consider first the case HQ > 3. Making q = n^ -2 in (2) and taking inductive limit we get the exact sequence Put exactly as in [4] -( S ^/)"" S (~iy-1^/ A rf(z^).
Kf<n ' Ki<n i<k<n k^f
By [4, Proposition 5] it follows that the images of the differential forms V/^ (a GIST) in IT-1 (YOU,®) are linearly independent. Let M be the linear span of the above images.
We shall now investigate the relation between M and the vector space considered in the proof of Theorem 1 (which we denote now by L^). Recall that L^ is the kernel of the mapc^ = multiplication by z^ , -.H^-^YHU,®) -> H"-1 (YOU,®).
In the same way we define o^ = multiplication by z\,
and put L. = ker a., , L = 0 L. . We claim that M C L. To " ' • k=i prove this inclusion we use the relation z^1 V/^ = ^a wherê
Kf<n 2<f<n
This equality shows that the image of ^+1 in H^'^YHU, ®) is contained in L^ +1 , hence M C L. Proof. -Put A^ = {jc^Xjg^ is not a free ®x ^-module} . It is well known that A^ is an analytic closed subset of X and dim^ AI < dim^ X for any x E A^ . Put D^ = X\(Ai U Sing(X)) and D = D^ n supp(g0. By Lemma 1 we immediately deduce that D satisfies conditions a), b), c) and we are done. 
Suppose now X is a complex manifold and E is a holomorphic vector bundle over X . Put 
